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“No words can fully express what it means to be a sealer on Marion 

Island. It is a fast-paced, life-changing, back-breaking, knee-aching,  

marathon of a year…definitely one of the BEST years of your life!  To 

experience the life cycles of the seals and killer whales first hand is a 

privilege beyond comprehension and one that leaves you a changed 

person, for the better…”

Liezl Pretorius

M71 & M75 

Sealer
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To be a sealer on Marion Island is a life-enriching experience. Upon 

arrival to the island in April, winter has already begun to grip hold. At 

this time, most southern elephant seals are foraging out at sea and 

apart from one or two resident pods, the killer whales have also 

moved to more productive waters. This provides a perfect introduction 

to the new sealers, who can get to know the geography and general 

workings of the island before life erupts in all its glory in September, 

although even this gentle introduction can feel like a “baptism by fire”.

The life of a sealer chimes to the rhythm of the seals and killer whales, 

and this ebb and flow of life on Marion makes for very stimulating 

work. But the work can also be tough and demands good 

organizational skills, discipline, clear communication and at times, 

nerves of steel. It tests one’s fortitude to the very core but within that 

toughness comes fulfillment that I think is almost unattainable in other 

working environments. For example, observing the full life cycle of the 

southern elephant seals during the weekly census regime - from 

winter haul out, breeding season, moult and then back to winter haul 

out - really is as wholesome and humbling of an experience as one 

can ask for. These creatures are huge, fascinating beasts and my 

mind is still captivated by their strange, yet beautiful way of life.

A Sealer on Marion
- Michael Voysey, M75 Killer Whaler & Sealer -



In addition to some of the observational work conducted by the 

sealers, one can expect to be hands-on with all of the three seal 

species (including the Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic Fur Seals), 

with tasks such as seal flipper tagging, satellite tracking device 

deployment and pup-weighing. You will also get to know the 

coastline intimately and spend many nights in the charismatic 

field huts, which are the heart and soul of the sealer’s life. To top 

it all off, you get to share the experience with incredible, like-

minded people that have fostered a culture of gratitude, 

appreciation and amazement for all life on Marion. And once you 

have served your time, the sealer experience never leaves you 

and as I have found, is an ongoing source of strength and 

inspiration.



It was the meridian of November 2018 when I first heard that I will be going to 

Marion Island in sub-Antarctic for 13 months as part of the M75 expedition. I had 

applied for a research assistant position in the Marine Mammal Programme 

(MIMMP), a project of university of Pretoria led by Professor Nico de Bruyn and 

Dr Chris Oosthuizen. Receiving this news was nothing other than a bombshell 

for me, having been told during the interview how competitive this position was. 

Despite my horrific achilles tendon injury which confined me at the base for 

months, living on Marion Island and working as a sealer is something that didn’t 

only challenged me physically but also mentally, consequently altered my life. In 

addition to working as sealers I was partly a killer whaler and both job positions 

comprised mostly monitoring of these animals inhabiting the island. 

The work mainly involved intensive field work for census data collections which 

occurred daily due to distances that had to be covered on foot to reach beaches 

inhabited by seals. However, as a sealer the walking is part what you sign up for 

in this job, and very frequently we had to walk in excess of 20 km per day using 

industrial gumboots. It is the mires, heavy mist and strong winds that make 

walking so difficult on this island, not to mention persistent rain that makes it so 

difficult to read elephant seal tags through binoculars. While killer whale 

observations took place at fixed location on the rock (killer whale point), sighting 

of these animal was largely opportunistic and often on unfavourable weather 

conditions. I vividly remember recording no sightings of these animals for up to 

78 hours of waiting on the rock (2 sets of 10 and 3 hours per week). 

- Welly Qwabe, M75 Sealer & Killer Whaler -
Another day in paradise…



Despite work challenges which wasn’t entirely negative, my experience on the island as a sealer can be summarized into 

sets of skills achieved — scientific skills, social skills, conflict management, time management and creative thinking. In 

addition to achieving these skills, the far reaching experience I gained on this island was connection to the authentic realm of

biodiversity each time I had to walk out of the main base for data collection, and to me this was a priceless experience which 

I will never realize again unless I go back to this remarkable island. However, what made possible for me to achieve this 

significant experience was a good relationship with my team members (M75), and especially my colleagues Michael Voysey

and Liezl Pretorius. I will forever be grateful for working with these two scientists.



One island, one team, one chance. When you’re chosen to work on an isolated island for a year with a team of 

23 other individuals it can be quite daunting. You decide to accept the challenges ahead and make the most of 

your year in one of the world’s most pristine destinations. The first few months are exciting and full of 

adventure. It takes a while to get used to walking in gale force winds, pelting rain, sleet or snow. You become 

accustomed to numb hands and aching knees. Your feet change shape after long hours of walking in 

gumboots through what feels like vegetated sinking sand. Then the animals come out to play and breed and 

do what they need to do. You become a part of the island system, united with mother nature, a cog in the 

island wheel. Christmas festivities follow and soon it’s a new year. The island explodes with life while chicks 

chirp and pups bark. The days are longer, and the clean air is warmer. You’ve forgotten what traffic sounds 

like. The island is your home and has become the most stress-free environment you could possibly work in.  

Now its almost time to leave. I’ll miss this place, but I’ve missed my family. Nothing can feel more bittersweet 

than this departure. 

One island, one team, one chance…
- Sean Evans, M76 Sealer -
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